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Conclusions =========== In this paper, we have investigated the two-stage stochastic CRB for spectro-temporal images, which has not been investigated in the literature before. By adopting the block-truncated approach, we have obtained the asymptotic CRB for the marginal likelihood and the two-stage CRB for the parameter vector. Based on the CRB

result and the numerical result of maximum likelihood estimation, we have numerically evaluated the estimation performance of the algorithm and the significance of the algorithm. The significance analysis has confirmed that the block-truncated approach is effective and the two-stage method can enhance the computational efficiency. Q: Regular
expressions for rpmlint error message So I use rpmlint on my software projects to check if they're using recommended coding practices. As far as I understand the output is the author of the code suggesting fixes. My problem is this command: $ rpmlint --check config.py On this line: config.py [Configuration] LogLevel=DEBUG Everything is fine, but

instead of finding this error I get this one: "W487-count-could-be-used-for-an-array-when-it-is-int-bad-code-by-krzysiek-galbs" Is there any way to modify the regular expression to show the actual error message like the one above? I need this because I need to see a list of error messages so I can judge them and decide what I have to fix next. I didn't find
anything useful in their documentation. UPDATE As you can see in the example I provided, there are other lines with the error message but I don't know how many or what type of lines those are (there are a lot of them). A: I thought about this some
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